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Abstract- This paper provides an investigation to promote 

gross national happiness from music using fuzzy logic model. 

Music influences rate of learning. It has been the subject of 

study for many years. Researchers have confirmed that loud 

background noise impedes learning, concentration, and 

information acquisition. An interesting phenomenon that 

occurs frequently in listening new music among the students 

creates sense of anxiety even without having 

properunderstandingofmusic.Happiness is the emotion that 

expresses various degrees of positive and negativefeelings 

ranging from satisfaction to extreme joy. The happiness is 

thegoal most people strive to achieve. Happypeople are 

satisfied with their lives. The goal of this work is to find the 

particular component of music which will ultimately promote 

the happiness of people because of indeterminacy situation in 

components of music.  

 

Keywords - Happiness, Music, Emotions,Neutrosophic Fuzzy 

Cognitive Maps. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

One definition of happiness is the degree to which an 

individual judges the overallquality of his or her life as 

favorable (Veenhoven 1991, 1993). In the 2nd Edition of the 

Handbook of Emotions (2000), evolutionary psychologists 

Leda Cosmides and John Tooby say that happiness comes from 

"encountering unexpected positive events". In the 3rd Edition 

of the Handbook of Emotions (2008), Michael Lewis says 

"happiness can be elicited by seeing a significant other". 

According to Mark Leary, as reported in a November 1995 

issue of Psychology Today, "we are happiest when basking in 

the acceptance and praise of others". In a March 2009 edition 

of The Journal of Positive Psychology, Sara Algoe and 

Jonathan Haidt say that "happiness" may be the label for a 

family of related emotional states, such as joy, amusement, 

satisfaction, gratification, euphoria, and triumph.Happy people 

are satisfied with their lives. Unraveling the secret of happiness 

is a constant topic among scientists, psychologists and people 

in general. Scientists have developed ways to physiologically 

measure happiness. One method is by using Functional MRI 

and EEG tests. Further, various surveys try to measure 

happiness throughout the world. Information collected by the 

surveys have led some experts to link happiness to a variety of 

determinants like life expectancy, socioeconomic status, 

marital status, spirituality, and health. Others link happiness to 

psychological well-being measured through an individual's 

levels of self-esteem, social interest, and other factors. Here we 

put the fuzzy logic model, examining how happiness, measured 

in various components of music. 

A. Emotions 

 

Emotions are our feelings. Literally, we feel them in our bodies 

as tingles, hot spots and muscular tension. There are cognitive 

aspects, but the physical sensation is what makes them really 

different.There are six basic emotions, viz happiness, sadness, , 

fear, and surprise. 

 

B. Music 

 

Musical art is a sounding phenomenon, taking place 

throughtime, it is neither the score itself, nor its initial concept. 

“Music as it appears to the analyst and the listener might notbe 

quite the same thing. The relationship between the two isone of 

the most problematic issues….in music analysis”.Music is an 

art form whose medium is sound and silence. Its common 

elements are pitch (which governs melody and harmony), 

rhythm (and its associated concepts tempo, meter, and 

articulation), dynamics, and the sonic qualities of timbre and 

texture. The word derives from Greekμουσική (mousike; "art of 

the Muses").The field of music cognition involves the study of 

many aspects of music including how it is processed by 

listeners. Questions regarding musical innateness and 

emotional responses to music are also major areas of research 

in the field.Deaf people can experience music by feeling the 

vibrations in their body, a process that can be enhanced if the 

individual holds a resonant, hollow object. A well-known deaf 

musician is the composer Ludwig van Beethoven, who 

composed many famous works even after he had completely 

lost his hearing. It’s hard to think of any survival value it may 

have brought us; a niche it filled better than any other human 

faculty.In the November 2009 issue of "Harvard Health 

Letter," studies performed at Massachusetts General Hospital 

and in medical facilities in Hong Kong show that people who 

listened to music for 20 to 30 minutes each day had lower 

blood pressure and a slowed heart rate compared with those 

who did not listen to music. 

 

C. Variety of Music 

 

Western 

Classical 

Folk  

Chord Transposition in Songs 

Rock music 

 

D. The Basic Components of Music 

 

The most basic, raw component of music is the Note.Notes 

move vertically and horizontally in space. Vertically, notes 

move up and down in various intervals of Pitch. Horizontally 

notes move forward in various intervals of time (Rhythm).The 

smallest pitch interval in all music in the western hemisphere 

(Americas, Europe, etc) is the half-step, or half -tone. Far-east 
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forms of music use a quarter-tone system – which to our 

‘western hemisphere tuned ears’can sound out of tune, but 

actually results in beautiful music with subtle 

nuances.Sequences of musical pitches result in melodies, 

Scales, modes, and arpeggios. Clusters of musical pitchesresult 

in But music is a bit of an evolutionary puzzle.Chords. Playing 

every half-tone sequentially up or down is called a Chromatic 

scale. Beginanywhere on your instrument, and play every note 

(fret) up or down, and that’s it! Begin anywhere and play12 of 

those in a row, and you have played every note in a Chromatic 

Octave. Thus, there are 12 half-steps toan octave – actually, 

note #13 is the same note name as note #1, just an octave 

higher. Continue past note 12and you are playing the same 

note names an octave higher in pitch. In actuality, there are 

only seven note names in all of music! So, how do we get 

twelve notes in achromatic octave? With Sharps and Flats. A 

sharp raises a note by a half-step. A flat lowers a note by a half 

step. Below is a diatonic scale beginning on C compared to a 

Chromatic scale starting on C: 

 

1        2       3   4       5       6         7   8 

C       D      E   F      G       A       B  C 

 

 

       1            2              3  4            5            6        7  8 

        C   C#    D  D#   E  FF#   G   G#   A  A#  B C 

 

Since a flat lowers a note by a half-step, C#/Db, D#/Eb, F#/Gb, 

G#/Ab, and A#/Bb are all the same notes. 

 

II.  INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter introduces the concept of Neutrosophic Cognitive 

Maps (NCMs). NCMs are a generalization of Fuzzy Cognitive 

Maps (FCMs). To study or even to define Neutrosophic 

Cognitive Maps we have to basically define the notions of 

Neutrosophic Matrix. When the data under analysis has 

indeterminate concepts we are not in a position to give it a 

mathematical expression. Because of the recent introduction of 

neutrosophic logic by FlorentinSmarandache [90-94] this 

problem has a solution. Thus we have introduced the additional 

notion of Neutrosophy in place of Fuzzy theory. Fuzzy theory 

only measures the grade of membership or the non-existence of 

a membership in the revolutionary way but fuzzy theory has 

failed to attribute the concept when the relations between 

notions or nodes or concepts in problems are indeterminate. In 

fact one can say the inclusion of the concept of indeterminate 

situation with fuzzy concepts will form the neutrosophic logic. 

The concept of only fuzzy cognitive maps are dealt which 

mainly deals with the relation / non-relation between two 

nodes or concepts but it fails to deal the relation between two 

conceptual nodes when the relation is an indeterminate one. 

Neutrosophic logic is the only tool known to us, which deals 

with the notions of indeterminacy, and here we give a brief 

description of it. 

 

A. Now we proceed on to define the concepts about NCMs 

 

a) Definition 

In the neutrosophic logic every logical variable x is described 

by an ordered triple x = (T, I, F) where T is the degree of truth, 

F is the degree of false and I the level of indeterminacy. 

  

b) Definition   

A Neutrosophic Cognitive Map (NCM) is a neutrosophic 

directedgraph with concepts like policies, events etc. as nodes 

and causalities Orin determinates as edges. It represents the 

causal relationship between concepts.Let C1, C2, …Cn denote n 

nodes, further we assume each node is a neutrosophic vector 

from neutrosophic vector space V. So a node Ci will be 

represented by (x1, …, xn) where xk’s are zero or one or I (I is 

the indeterminate) and xk = 1 means that the node Ck is in the 

on state and xk =0 means the node is in the off state and xk = I 

means the nodes state is an indeterminate at that time or in that 

situation.Let Ci and Cj denote the two nodes of the NCM. The 

directed edge from CitoCjdenotes the causality of Ci on Cj 

called connections. Every edge in the NCM is weighted with a 

number in the set {-1, 0, 1, I}. Let eijbe the weight of the 

directed edge CiCj, eijє{–1, 0, 1, I}. eij = 0 if Ci does not have 

any effect on Cj, eij = 1 if increase (or decrease) in Ci causes 

increase (or decreases) in Cj, eij = –1 if increase (or decrease) 

in Ci causes decrease (or increase) in Cj . eij= I if the relation or 

effect of Ci on Cj is an indeterminate. 

 

c) Definition 

NCMs with edge weight from {-1, 0, 1, I} are called simple 

NCMs. 

 

d) Definition  

Let C1, C2… Cn be nodes of a NCM. Let the neutrosophic 

matrix N(E) be defined as N(E) = (eij) where eij is the weight of 

the directed edge CiCj, where eijє{0, 1, -1, I}. N(E) is called the 

neutrosophic adjacency matrix of the NCM. 

 

e) Definition  

Let C1, C2…Cn be the nodes of the NCM. Let A = (a1, a2,…, 

an)where aiє{0, 1, I}. A is called the instantaneous state 

neutrosophic vector and itdenotes the on – off – indeterminate 

state position of the node at an instant 

 ai = 0 if ai is off (no effect) 

ai = 1 if ai is on (has effect) 

ai = I if ai is indeterminate(effect cannot be 

determined) ; for i = 1, 2,…, n. 

 

f) Definition  

Let C1, C2…Cnbe the nodes of the FCM. Let 

ji
CCCCCC ,...,,

3221
 be the edges of the NCM. Then the 

edges form a directed cycle. AnNCM is said to be cyclic if it 

possesses a directed cyclic. An NCM is said to be acyclicif it 

does not possess any directed cycle. 

 

g) Definition  

 An NCM with cycles is said to have a feedback. When there is 

a feedback in the NCM i.e. when the causal relations flow 

through a cycle in a revolutionary manner the NCM is called a 

dynamical system. 

 

h) Definition  

Let
nn

CCCCCC
13221

,...,,


be cycle, when Ci is switched on 

and if the causality flow through the edges of a cycle and if it 

again causes Ci, we say that the dynamical system goes round 

and round. This is true for any node Ci, for i = 1, 2… n. the 
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equilibrium state for this dynamical system is called the hidden 

pattern. 

 

i) Definition  

 If the equilibrium state of a dynamical system is a unique 

statevector, then it is called a fixed point. Consider the NCM 

with C1, C2,…,Cn as nodes.For example let us start the 

dynamical system by switching on C1. Let us assume thatthe 

NCM settles down with C1 and Cn on, i.e. the state vector 

remain as (1, 0,…, 1)this neutrosophic state vector (1,0,…, 0, 

1) is called the fixed point. 

 

j) Definition  

If the NCM settles with a neutrosophic state vector repeating in 

theformA1→ A2→ … → Ai→ A1, 

then this equilibrium is called a limit cycle of the NCM. 

 

B.  Methods of Determining the Hidden Pattern 

 

Let C1, C2,…,Cn be the nodes of an NCM, with feedback. Let E 

be the associated adjacency matrix. Let us find the hidden 

pattern when C1 is switched on when an input is given as the 

vector A1 = (1, 0, 0,…, 0), the data should pass through the 

neutrosophic matrix N(E), this is done by multiplying A1 by 

the matrix N(E). Let A1N(E) = (a1, a2,…, an) with the threshold 

operation that is by replacing ai by 1 if ai> k and ai by 0 if ai<k 

(k – a suitable positive integer) and ai by I if ai is not a integer. 

We update the resulting concept; the concept C1 is included in 

the updated vector by making the first coordinate as 1 in the 

resulting vector. Suppose A1N(E) → A2 then consider A2N(E) 

and repeat the same procedure. This procedure is repeated till 

we get a limit cycle or a fixed point. 

 

Definition-Finite number of NCMs can be combined together 

to produce the joint effect of all NCMs. If N(E1), N(E2),…, 

N(Ep) be the neutrosophic adjacency matrices of a NCM with 

nodes C1, C2,…, Cn then the combined NCM is got by adding 

all the neutrosophic adjacency matrices N(E1),…, N(Ep). We 

denote the combined NCMs adjacency neutrosophic matrix by 

N(E) = N(E1) + N(E2)+…+ N(Ep). 

 

Notation: Let (a1, a2, … , an) and (a'1, a'2, … , a'n) be two 

neutrosophic vectors. We say (a1, a2, … , an) is equivalent to 

(a'1, a'2, … , a'n) denoted by ((a1, a2, … , an) ~ (a'1, a'2, …, a'n) if 

(a'1, a'2, … , a'n) is got after thresholding and updating the 

vector (a1, a2, … , an) after passing through the neutrosophic 

adjacency matrix N(E). 

 

The following are very important: 

Note 1: The nodes C1, C2, …,Cn are nodes are not 

indeterminate nodes because they indicate the concepts which 

are well known. But the edges connecting Ci and Cj may be 

indeterminate i.e. an expert may not be in a position to say that 

Ci has some causality on Cj either will he be in a position to 

state that Ci has no relation with Cj in such cases the relation 

between Ci and Cjwhich is indeterminate is denoted by I. 

 

Note 2: The nodes when sent will have only ones and zeros i.e. 

on and off states, butafter the state vector passes through the 

neutrosophic adjacency matrix the resultantvector will have 

entries from {0, 1, I} i.e. they can be neutrosophic vectors.The 

presence of I in any of the coordinate implies the expert cannot 

say the presenceof that node i.e. on state of it after passing 

through N(E) nor can we say the absence ofthe node i.e. off 

state of it the effect on the node after passing through the 

dynamicalsystem is indeterminate so only it is represented by I. 

Thus only in case of NCMs wecan say the effect of any node 

on other nodes can also be indeterminates. Suchpossibilities 

and analysis is totally absent in the case of FCMs. 

 

Note 3: In the neutrosophic matrix N(E), the presence of I in 

the aij the place shows,that the causality between the two 

nodes i.e. the effect of Ci on Cj is indeterminate. Such chance 

of being indeterminate is very possible in case of unsupervised 

data andthat too in the study of FCMs which are derived from 

the directed graphs.Thus only NCMs helps in such analysis. 

 

III. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM AND FINDING 

HIDDEN PATTERN USING NCM  

 

We take the following attributes related to happiness of the 

people and components of music. 

 

C1 – Happiness of people 

C2- Pitch:The pitch of a sound is determined by the frequency 

of the sound. Normallywe refer to its pitch.Low frequencies 

make the sound powerful and warm.Midrange frequencies give 

sound its energy.Humans are most sensitive to midrange 

frequencies.High frequencies give a sound its "presence" and 

life like quality. 

C3–Timbre:Timbre is that unique combination of fundamental 

frequency, harmonics, andovertones that give each voice, 

musical instrument, and sound effect itsunique coloring and 

character. 

C4–Rhythm:Rhythm is a recurring sound that alternates 

between strong and weakelements. Wooden pegs, suspended 

by wires in a wooden frame to suggest the sound ofa large 

group of people marching in order, will be believable if correct 

rhythm issupplied. If the rhythmic cadence were ignored the 

wooden pegs would soundlike wooden pegs drummed 

mechanically on a wooden surface. 

C5–Loudness:The loudness of a sound depends on the 

intensity of the sound stimulus.A dynamite explosion is loader 

than that of a cap pistol because of the greateramount of air 

molecules the dynamite is capable of displacing.Loudness 

becomes meaningful only if we are able to compare it 

withsomething. 

C6–Harmonics:(overtones)When an object vibrates it 

propagates sound waves of a certain frequency. Thisfrequency, 

in turn, sets in motion frequency waves called harmonics.The 

basic frequency and its resultant harmonics determine the 

timbre of asound. It is an object's ability to vibrate and set up 

harmonics that determines thepleasantness of the resultant 

sound. The combination of fundamental frequency and its 

harmonics is a complexwave form. 

 

Now we give the directed graph as well as the neutrosophic 

graph of first expert in the following Figures 3.1 and 3.2: 

Figure 3.1 gives the directed graph with C1, C2, …, C6 as nodes 

and Figure 3.2 gives the neutrosophic directed graph with the 

same nodes.The connection matrix E1 related to the graph in 

Figure 3.1 is given below: 
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Figure  1 
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According to this expert no connection however exists between 

timbre and pitch.Now we reformulate a different format of the 

questionnaire where we permit the expert to give answers like 

the relation between certain nodes is indeterminable or not 

known. Now based on the expert’s opinion also about the 

notion of indeterminacy we obtain the following neutrosophic 

directed graph: 

 

 
 

Figure 2 

 

The corresponding neutrosophic adjacency matrix N(E1) 

related to the neutrosophic directed graph is given below: 
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Suppose we take the state vector A1 = ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ). We will 

see the effect of A1 on E1 and N(E1).A1E1=( 0 0 0 1 -1 1)→( 1 

0 0 1 0 1) = A2A2E1=(2 0 0 1 -1 1)→( 1 0 0 1 0 1 ) = A3 = 

A2Thus happiness of the people expresses fromrhythm and 

harmonics. Here rhythm and harmonics have a vital role in 

making happiness.Now we find the effect of A1 = ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 

) on N(E1).A1N(E1)=(0 0 I  1 -1 1)→(1 0 I 1 0 1)=A2 

A2N(E1)= ( I+2  0   I  1   I-1   1)→(1 0 I 1 0 1 )                               

= A3 =  A2Thus A2 = (1 0 I 1 0 1), according to this expert the 

happiness of the people mainly exhibiting from rhythm and 

harmonics. This mainly gives the indeterminate relating to 

timbre. 

 

Now we give the directed graph as well as the neutrosophic 

graph of another expert in the following Figures 3.3 and 3.4: 

 
Figure 3 

 

Figure 3.3 gives the directed graph with C1, C2, …, C6 as nodes 

and Figure 3.4 gives the neutrosophic directed graph with the 

same nodes.The connection matrix E2 related to the graph in 

Figure 3.3 is given below: 
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According to this expert no connection however exists between 

loudness and harmonics. 

Now we reformulate a different format of the questionnaire 

where we permit the expert to give answers like the relation 

between certain nodes is indeterminable or not known. Now 

based on the expert’s opinion also about the notion of 

indeterminacy we obtain the following neutrosophic directed 

graph: 

 

 

Figure  4 

The corresponding neutrosophic adjacency matrix N(E2) 

related to the neutrosophic directed graph is given below:  
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Suppose we take the state vector A1 = ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ). We will 

see the effect of A1 on E2 and N(E2). 

A1E2 = ( 0 1 -1 1 0 -1 ) → ( 1 1 0 1 0 0 ) = A2 

A2E2 = ( 2 1 -1 1 0 -1 ) → ( 1 1 0 1 0 0 ) = A2 

Thus happiness of the people increases from the components of 

music that pitch and rhythm.  
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Now we find the effect of A1 = ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) on N(E2). 

A1N(E2) =( 0 1 0 1 I -1 )→( 1 1 0 1 I 0 ) = A2 

A2N(E2)=( I +2  1  I  I+1  2I  -1)→(1 1 I 1 I 0 ) = A3 

A3N(E2)=(I+2  I+1 I 2I+1 2I  -1)→(1 1 I 1 I 0 ) =  A4 = A3 

Thus according to this expert, pitch and rhythm type of music 

makes happiness of people. But timbre and loudness are 

indeterminate ones. If we combine both the neutroscophic 

matrices according to both experts, we will get an effective 

result. 

                                         N(E) = N(E1)  + N(E2)  
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Now we find the effect of A1 = ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) on N(E). 

A1N(E)=( 0 1  I  2  I-1 0)→(1  1  I  1  0  0)= A2 

A2N(E)=(I+2 I+1 2I  I+2 3I-1  0)→ 1 1 I 1 0 0) = A3 = A2 

 

Thus if we combine both experts opinions together, we will get 

rhythm and pitch makehappiness of the people. But timbre is 

an indeterminate one.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND RESULT 

 

In this paper we discussed the real-world problem of 

promoting happiness from the component of music using 

Neutrosophic Fuzzy Cognitive Maps.Users who tested the 

system in a real-world environment confirmed thathappiness of 

the people based music components are rhythm and pitch such 

a way that timbre becomes an indeterminate one. This says that 

those both experts cannot say anything about timbre.Our study 

is suggestive of applying neutrosophic cognitive map model to 

gross national happiness. It can be assumed that this 

methodology gives an indeterminacy factor in the component 

of music. The goal of my work is to find a set of music 

components and rules of composition, which will ultimately 

enable me to promote emotions not only happiness every type 

of emotion which can cure the psychological problems and 

disease if so desired. In order to do this I need to determine 

whattypes of music contribute to promote emotional 

expressions. In conclusion, it is clear that emotion particularly 

happiness is anexcellent domain in which to apply fuzzy logic.  
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